A retaining apparatus, in particular an internal tree cap, for use in a wellhead having a central bore and first and second retaining means, such as a shoulder and a groove, within the bore of the wellhead. The retaining apparatus has a housing for location within the bore of the wellhead. A first engagement assembly is provided for engaging with the first retaining means in the bore of the wellhead to thereby retain the housing within the bore of the wellhead. A second engagement assembly for engaging with the second retaining means in the bore of the wellhead is also provided. The apparatus further comprises a preload assembly operable when the housing is located within the bore of the wellhead to apply a preload to the housing between the first and second retaining means. A method for retaining an assembly within a wellhead bore, in which a preload is applied between the first and second retaining means, is also disclosed.
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RETAINING APPARATUS FOR USE IN A WELLHEAD ASSEMBLY AND METHOD FOR USING THE SAME

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an apparatus for retaining assemblies, such as a tubing hanger, in a wellhead assembly and to a method for using the same. The present invention relates particularly to the apparatus in the form of an internal tree cap for use in a spool tree.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A wellhead assembly, such as that employed on the seabed for offshore drilling and production operations, will often comprise an apparatus for retaining equipment and assemblies within the wellhead. An example of such a device is an internal tree cap. Internal tree caps typically comprise a housing for location within the bore of the wellhead assembly. The internal tree cap further comprises an assembly for engaging a suitable means within the wellhead. Suitable means within the bore of the wellhead to be engaged by the internal tree cap include one or more circumferential internal grooves and one or more internal seats or shoulders. Internal tree caps are employed within a wellhead assembly to retain assemblies and equipment. For example, internal tree caps can be employed to retain one or more plugs, such as a wireline plug, to close the central bore of the wellhead assembly. One or more seals are typically disposed between the tree cap and the inner wall of the wellhead assembly. One common location for internal tree caps is within the central bore of a spool tree forming part of the wellhead assembly.

In a further application, an internal tree cap is employed to retain a casing or tubing hanger within the wellhead. Within a well, casings or tubings are installed suspended from a hanger. The hanger is typically landed within the bore of the wellhead assembly against a shoulder. The hanger assembly typically comprises one or more seals to seal against the inner wall of the wellhead assembly. The hanger assembly may comprise one or more assemblies for engaging with the wellhead, for example with one or more circumferential grooves formed in the inner wall of the wellhead assembly.

It has been found that, in use, movement of such devices as internal tree caps and tubing hangers within the bore of the wellhead assembly after installation causes rapid wear of the seals between the respective devices and the inner wall of the wellhead assembly to occur. This in turn leads to a loss in the integrity of the seal.

U.S. Pat. No. 4,408,783 discloses a holddown apparatus for retaining a casing or tubing hanger within a wellhead assembly. The holddown apparatus is mounted on the tubing hanger. The hanger is provided with a shoulder for engaging with a seat in the bore of the wellhead assembly. The holddown assembly comprises a radially expansible locking ring having an upwardly facing tapered surface. An annular cam ring is provided having a corresponding tapered surface to engage with the tapered surface of the locking ring and is threadedly engaged with the hanger. When the hanger and holddown apparatus are located within the wellhead assembly, the locking ring is positioned opposite a circumferential groove in the wall of the wellhead bore. The cam ring is rotated by a running tool and is caused to move against the locking ring moving it into engagement with the inner groove of the wellhead assembly. Removal of the hanger is only possible once the cam ring is rotated in the opposite direction, moving it out of engagement with the locking ring, in turn allowing the locking ring to release from the internal groove of the wellhead assembly. In this way, the holddown apparatus retains the hanger locked within the wellhead assembly. Due to inprecision in the forming of the locking ring and the inner groove of the wellhead assembly, relative movement between the hold-down and hanger apparatus and the wellhead can occur. As discussed above, this leads to a rapid wearing of the seals acting between the hanger assembly and the inner wall of the wellhead.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,307,879 discloses a casing or tubing hanger assembly having a holddown apparatus for locking the seal of the hanger against the inner wall of wellhead assembly into which the hanger is installed. The holddown apparatus includes a split lock ring which is movable radially into and out of engagement with a circumferential groove in the wall of the inner bore of the wellhead assembly. A wedge ring is provided for vertical movement. Downwards movement of the wedge ring brings it into contact with the segments of the lock ring, which action moves the lock ring into engagement with the inner groove of the wellhead. Once the lock ring is engaged, the hanger assembly is retained in the wellhead bore. Further downward movement of the wedge ring is provided, which acts to set the seal, once the lock ring is in full engagement with the groove of the wellhead. This further movement is provided by allowing the wedge ring to partially deform under the action of continued applied downwards force once the lock ring is fully engaged. Again, even though the lock ring of the assembly of U.S. Pat. No. 5,307,879 may fully engage in the internal groove of the wellhead, vertical movement of the lock apparatus and the hanger assembly is possible, leading to the rapid wear of the seals discussed above.

It can be seen, therefore, that there is a need for an improved manner of securing and retaining assemblies, such as tubing or casing hangers, within the bore of a wellhead, such that relative vertical movement of the assembly with respect to the wellhead assembly is prevented.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,145,006 discloses a tubing hanger and running tool with preloaded lockdown. The hanger lands on a seat within a subsea wellhead housing. A locking means is provided on the hanger to engage an interior recess in the wellhead housing. A preloading means includes an extendible ring cooperating with the locking means to provide a preload to the hanger and prevent movement of the hanger within the housing.

A tubing hanger has a very specific use within a wellhead assembly, that is the support and retention of tubing extending within the well. A tubing hanger is a complex item of equipment. In keeping with this complexity, it has been found that it is not possible to provide the tubing hanger itself with the preload means, as well as retain the other features of the hanger necessary for it to function properly. Accordingly, an improved device is required that may be applied within a wellhead, for example to secure a tubing hanger, as well as a range of other apparatus within a wellhead housing, in such a way that relative movement between the device, together with any apparatus it is retaining, and the wellhead housing is prevented.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a retaining apparatus for use in a wellhead, the
wellhead having a central bore and first and second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead, the apparatus comprising:

- a housing for location within the bore of the wellhead;
- a first engagement assembly for engaging with the first retaining means in the bore of the wellhead to thereby retain the housing within the bore of the wellhead;
- a second engagement assembly for engaging with the second retaining means in the bore of the wellhead;
- a preload assembly operable when the housing is located within the bore of the wellhead to apply a preload to the housing between the first and second retaining means.

The apparatus of the present invention is retained in the bore of the wellhead assembly in a manner such as to prevent longitudinal movement of the apparatus and any other wellhead components retained by the apparatus within the bore. The application of the preload to the apparatus after its initial installation serves to lock the apparatus in place and prevent the aforementioned movement. By preventing such movement, the problems and shortcomings discussed above are overcome. In particular, the rapid wear of the seals in place between the apparatus and the inner wall of the wellhead assembly is prevented, in turn preventing premature failure of the seals. In addition, it has been found that components of the wellhead assembly introduced into the central bore through horizontal ports, for example electrical and hydraulic control lines, suffer from rapid wear and failure due to vertical movement of components, such as casing or tubing hangers, in the central bore. Again, by eliminating the vertical movement of the components within the wellhead bore, the poor performance and failure of equipment introduced horizontally into the wellhead bore can be prevented.

Suitable assemblies for use as the first retaining means within the wellhead bore are known in the art and include such arrangements as one or more circumferential grooves in the inner wall of the wellhead assembly. The first retaining means within the bore of the wellhead preferably comprises an internal shoulder within the bore. In this case, the first engagement assembly is most conveniently a shoulder provided on the housing for seating directly or indirectly on the wellhead shoulder. By direct seating is meant that the shoulder of the housing is in direct contact with the internal shoulder of the wellhead assembly. The shoulder of the housing may seat indirectly on the internal wellhead shoulder when one or more wellhead components, such as one or more casing hangers, are installed between the retaining apparatus and the internal shoulder. In such a case, the shoulder of the housing seats against the or the uppermost intermediate component. In such an arrangement however, the internal shoulder of the wellhead still acts to retain the housing of the apparatus.

As the second retaining means the wellhead may comprise any suitable assembly known in the art. Preferably, the second retaining means comprises a circumferential groove within the bore of the wellhead. In such a case, the second engagement assembly is of a form to engage with the circumferential groove, most conveniently comprising a locking ring engageable with the circumferential groove. To operate the second engagement assembly, the apparatus may comprise an actuator movable between a first position in which the actuator is disengaged from the locking ring to a second position in which the actuator is engaged with the locking ring, movement of the actuator from the first position to the second position when the apparatus is positioned within the wellhead engaging the locking ring with the circumferential groove. Preferably, the actuator is a collar moveable longitudinally with respect to the housing. In one embodiment, the collar comprises a tapered surface, movement of the collar from the second position to the first position bringing the tapered surface into contact with the second engagement assembly and thereafter urge the second engagement assembly into engagement with the circumferential groove.

In the apparatus, the first and second engagement assemblies are spaced apart. The preload arises from the action of the preload assembly urging the first and second engagement assemblies into a position of greater separation, thus generating a force or preload between the two. This serves to secure the apparatus within the bore of the wellhead assembly and prevent its movement. The preload assembly preferably comprises a loading member movable so as to be brought to bear against the second engagement assembly once the second engagement assembly is engaged with the first retaining means, to urge the apparatus towards the first retaining means within the wellhead and, thereby, provide the preload. In one embodiment, the loading member is a loading ring moveable longitudinally with respect to the housing. In one convenient arrangement, a threaded connection secures the loading ring to the housing, rotation of the loading ring with respect to the housing causing the loading ring to move longitudinally with respect to the housing.

As already noted, generally, casing or tubing hangers tend to be complex components, causing difficulty in providing means in the hanger to apply the preload. Accordingly, the apparatus of the present invention is provided as a separate wellhead component, in order to apply the preload to other wellhead components, such as casing or tubing hangers, indirectly. It has been found that the apparatus performs very well as an internal tree cap, in particular an internal tree cap arranged to be landed and secured within a spool tree in the wellhead assembly. As noted above, the internal tree cap may be arranged to be landed directly on a retaining means, such as an internal shoulder, within the bore of the spool tree. In this arrangement, the internal tree cap will apply a preload to itself to be retained within the wellhead housing. An example of when such an installation is of use is when horizontal control lines are provided in the wellhead assembly to extend through the housing and into the internal tree cap itself.

Alternatively, the internal tree cap may be arranged to land on a casing or tubing hanger, which in turn is landed directly on a retaining means within the wellhead spool tree.

In a further aspect, the present invention provides a method for retaining an apparatus within the central bore of a wellhead assembly, the method comprising:

- providing a first retaining means within the bore of the wellhead assembly;
- providing a second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead assembly;
- providing the apparatus with an engagement assembly for engaging with the second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead assembly;
- positioning the apparatus within the bore of the wellhead assembly so as to be retained by the first retaining means;
- engaging the engagement assembly with the second retaining means;
- applying a preload to the apparatus against the second retaining means to urge the apparatus toward the first retaining means.

As discussed above, the first retaining means is preferably an internal shoulder formed within the central bore of the wellhead assembly. The apparatus may be landed directly on the internal shoulder within the central bore of the wellhead. Alternatively, the method may comprise first landing a wellhead component, such as a casing or tubing hanger, within the central bore of the wellhead assembly so as to be retained by
the first retaining means, the apparatus thereafter being landed directly on the wellhead component.

In one preferred embodiment, the second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead assembly comprises a circumferential groove, the apparatus being provided with an engagement ring movable radially into and out of engagement with the circumferential groove once the apparatus is positioned within the central bore of the wellhead assembly. Preferably, the method further comprises providing an actuator movable longitudinally within the central bore of the wellhead assembly, movement of the actuator in a first direction causing the engagement ring to move into engagement with the groove and movement of the actuator in a second direction causing the engagement ring to move out of engagement with the groove. To install the apparatus in the wellhead bore, the method comprises moving the actuator in the first direction to cause the engagement ring to engage with the groove.

To apply the preload, the apparatus is preferably provided with a loading assembly, the loading assembly being moveable longitudinally within the bore of the wellhead assembly, with the apparatus positioned within the bore of the wellhead assembly and the engagement assembly engaged with the second retaining means, movement of the loading assembly in a first direction causing the loading assembly to bear against the second retaining means and urge the apparatus against the first retaining means, thereby applying the preload to the apparatus. To fully install the apparatus in the wellhead bore, the method includes moving the loading assembly in the first direction to bear against the second retaining means and thus apply the desired amount of preload.

In a preferred embodiment, in which the apparatus comprises a housing, movement of the loading assembly in the first direction is obtained by rotation of the loading assembly with respect to the housing, the housing and the loading assembly being connected, for example, by means of a threaded connection allowing the necessary relative rotation.

In a further aspect, the present invention provides an internal tree cap for installation in the central bore of a wellhead assembly, the wellhead assembly comprising first and second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead, the internal tree cap comprising:

- a cap housing for location within the bore of the wellhead;
- a first engagement assembly for engaging with the first retaining means in the bore of the wellhead to thereby retain the cap housing within the bore of the wellhead;
- a second engagement assembly for engaging with the second retaining means in the bore of the wellhead;
- a preload assembly operable when the cap housing is located within the bore of the wellhead, the preload assembly when operated bearing against the second retaining means to urge the cap housing towards the first retaining means, the preload assembly thereby applying a preload to the cap housing between the first and second retaining means.

The wellhead assembly may further comprise a spool tree, the internal tree cap being retained in the central bore of the spool tree. In many cases, the wellhead assembly will comprise a tubing hanger, the tubing hanger being retained in the bore of the wellhead assembly by the first retaining means, the first engagement assembly of the internal tree cap engaging with the tubing hanger to retain the internal tree cap within the bore of the wellhead assembly.

Specific embodiments of the apparatus and method of the various aspects of the present invention will now be described in detail having reference to the accompanying drawings. The detailed description of these embodiments and the referenced drawings are by way of example only and are not intended to limit the scope of the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will now be described, by way of example only, having reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of a retaining apparatus according to a first embodiment of the present invention installed on a tubing hanger within a spool tree of a wellhead assembly, the right hand portion of FIG. 1 showing the apparatus in place in the spool tree in the disengaged state and the left hand portion of FIG. 1 showing the apparatus in place in the spool tree in the engaged state;

FIG. 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a portion of the retaining apparatus and spool tree of FIG. 1, with the retaining apparatus installed before the application of preload to the retaining apparatus;

FIG. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a portion of the retaining apparatus of FIG. 1 as shown in FIG. 2, after the preload has been applied to the retaining apparatus; and

FIG. 4 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of a retaining apparatus according to a second embodiment of the present invention installed within a spool tree of a wellhead assembly, the right-hand portion of FIG. 4 showing the apparatus in place in the spool tree in the disengaged state and the left hand portion of FIG. 4 showing the apparatus in place in the spool tree in the engaged state.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring to FIG. 1, a wellhead or spool tree assembly, generally indicated as 2, comprises a spool tree 4. The spool tree 4 is of conventional design and is installed on the wellhead in a conventional manner by conventional means, omitted from FIG. 1 for the purposes of clarity. The spool tree 4 comprises a longitudinal central bore 6. The spool tree 4 is formed with a circumferential shoulder 8 extending into the central bore 6. A radial bore 10 extends through the spool tree 4 and opens into the central bore 6 of the spool tree 4 below the shoulder 8. The radial bore 10 provides access to or egress from the central bore 6 of the wellhead assembly 2.

A tubing hanger, generally indicated as 20, is positioned within the central bore 6 of the spool tree 4. The tubing hanger 20 comprises a generally tubular hanger body 22 seated directly on the shoulder 8 of the spool tree 4 in a conventional manner, either with or without landing rings. In some embodi-
ments, as illustrated by FIG. 1, tubular hanger body 22 has a shoulder 9 that seats directly on the shoulder 8 of the spool tree 4. An annular pack-off 24 of conventional design seals the upper end of the hanger body 22 to the inner wall of the spool tree 4. The pack-off 24 comprises a locking ring 26, engaged with a pair of circumferential grooves 28 in the inner wall of the spool tree 4. The locking ring 26 serves to retain the tubular hanger 20 in position with the hanger body 22 seated on the shoulder 8 of the spool tree 4. The locking ring 26 is a loose fit in the circumferential grooves 28 in the inner wall of the spool tree 4, allowing the tubular hanger 20 limited movement longitudinally within the central bore 6 of the spool tree 4. The tubular hanger 20 has a longitudinal central bore 30, in which is fitted a wireline plug 32 of conventional design. A lateral bore 34 extends through the hanger body 22 below the wireline plug 32. The lateral bore 34 opens at a first end into the central bore 30 of the tubular hanger 20. The second end of the lateral bore 34 is aligned with the radial bore 10 in the spool tree 4. Upper and lower circumferential seals 36 and 38 extend between the hanger body 22 and the inner wall of the spool tree 4 above and below the lateral bore 34 respectively.

The upper portion 40 of the hanger body 22 (as oriented within the spool tree 4 and shown in FIG. 1) has a tapered surface 42, forming a seat on which may be landed further wellhead components and equipment. An internal tree cap, generally indicated as 50, is shown positioned above the tubular hanger 20 in FIG. 1. The internal tree cap comprises a generally tubular cap housing 52, having a central longitudinal bore 54. A wireline plug 56 of conventional design is shown in FIG. 1 installed in the central bore 54 of the cap housing 52. The lower end portion 58 of the cap housing 52 (as the cap is oriented within the spool tree 4 and shown in FIG. 1) has a tapered surface 60. The tapered surface 60 corresponds with the tapered surface 42 on the upper portion 40 of the hanger body 22, allowing the cap housing 52 to seat on the hanger body 22. The upper end portion 62 of the cap housing 52 has a diameter substantially the same as that of the inner bore 6 of the spool tree 4. The upper end portion 62 of the cap housing 52 terminates at its lower end in a shoulder 64. With the internal tree cap 50 positioned in the spool tree 4 as shown in FIG. 1, the shoulder 64 seats on the upper end of the annular pack-off 24. A seal 66 is seated in a groove formed in the outer surface of the upper end portion 62 of the cap housing 52 and provides a fluid tight seal between the cap housing 52 and the inner wall of the spool tree 4. The seal 66 is typically a metal seal, although other forms of seal known in the art may also be employed.

The upper end portion 62 of the cap housing 52 terminates at its upper end in a neck 68, having a thread 71 formed on its outer surface. The neck 68 is of reduced diameter compared with the upper end portion 62 of the cap housing 52, leaving a shoulder 70 at the upper end of the cap housing 52. A generally tubular actuator ring 72 bears an internal thread 71 on its inner surface, allowing the actuator ring 72 to be threadingly secured to the neck 68 of the cap housing 52. The end portion 74 of the actuator ring 72 adjacent the cap housing is formed with a seating surface 76 allowing the actuator ring 72 to seat on the shoulder 70. The end portion 74 of the actuator ring 72 is formed with an upper shoulder 78. A split "C" locking ring 80 extends around the actuator ring 72 and rests on the shoulder 70 of the actuator ring 72. The locking ring 80 is formed to be engageable with a pair of locking grooves 82 formed in the inner wall of the spool tree 4. As an alternative to the split "C" ring, the locking ring 80 may be in the form of a segmented ring. The actuator ring 72 is formed with an internal circumferential groove 81 and a longitudinal slot 83, which together may be engaged by a suitable tool passed into the wellhead assembly in order to allow the actuator ring 72 to be rotated.

A generally cylindrical actuator collar 84 extends around the upper portion of the neck 68 on the upper end of the cap housing 52. A portion of the actuator collar 84 extending beyond the upper end of the neck 68 is formed with an internal circumferential groove 86, which may be engaged by a suitable tool passed into the wellhead assembly. The actuator collar 84 is slideable longitudinally with respect to the actuator ring 72 between a first, upper position, as shown in the right hand portion of FIG. 1, and a second, lower position, as shown in the left hand portion of FIG. 1. In the first position, the lower end of the collar 84 rests in contact with the upper edge of the locking ring 80. As shown in more detail in FIG. 2, the lower portion of the actuator collar 84 is formed with a tapered surface 86. Upon downward movement of the actuator collar 84 from its first position to the second position, the tapered surface 86 of the actuator collar 84 engages with the locking ring 80 and urges it radially outwards into engagement with the locking grooves 82. Downwards movement of the actuator collar 84 is limited by the tapered surface 86 contacting a corresponding tapered surface 88 on the inner surface of the locking ring 80. Upwards movement of the actuator collar 84 beyond the first position is restricted by means of a retaining ring 90 seated in a groove in the upper portion of the actuator ring 72 and engaging with an interior groove 92 in the actuator collar 84.

In operation, the internal tree cap 50 is landed within a wellhead assembly, such as on a tubing hanger, retained by an internal form within the wellhead assembly, as shown in FIG. 1. A tool (not shown) is inserted into the wellhead bore 6 to engage with the groove 86 in the actuator collar 84 and move the actuator collar 84 from its first upper position shown in the right hand portion of FIG. 1 to its second lower position shown in the left hand portion of FIG. 1 and in FIG. 2. As seen more clearly from FIG. 2, in the second position, the locking ring 80 engages with the locking grooves 82 of thespool tree 4. However, as shown, the locking ring 80 is a loose fit within the grooves 82, which, while sufficient to retain the tree cap within the spool tree 4, allows a measurable movement of the internal tree cap in the longitudinal direction to occur. A similar phenomenon will occur with the locking ring 26 of the pack-off 24 and its engagement with the grooves 28. Thus, longitudinal movement of the entire tubing hanger 20 is also permitted. To effectively lock the entire tree cap and hanger assembly in place, a preload is applied against the shoulder 8 of the spool tree 4. To achieve this, a tool is pieced into the wellhead bore 6 to engage with the groove 81 and the slot 83 in the actuator ring 72. The tool rotates the actuator ring 72, raising it from its seat against the shoulder 70 of the upper end portion 62 of the cap housing 52 and bringing the upper shoulder 78 of the actuator ring 72 into contact with the lower edge of the locking ring 80. Continued rotation of the actuator ring 72 moves the locking ring 80 into contact with upper surface of each groove 82, as shown in FIG. 3. Further rotation of the actuator ring 72 applies a force against the locking ring 80 and the grooves 82, in turn forcing the internal tree cap 50 and the hanger 20 against the lower shoulder 8 of the spool tree 4. The force applied to the locking ring 80 and the grooves 82 may be varied by varying the extent of rotation of the actuator ring 72. With a sufficient force applied to the locking ring 80 in the position shown in FIG. 3, all play in the assembly is taken up and longitudinal movement is prevented. In this way, seals, such as the seals 36, 38 and 66 are protected from premature wear and failure.
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Removal of the internal tree cap 50 and the tubing hanger 20 may be effected by reversing the procedure described above. Alternatively, the internal tree cap 50 can be unlatched with sufficient overpull to overcome the friction between the locking ring 80, the actuator collar 84 and the actuator ring 72. If unlatched in such a manner, the actuator ring 72 would not need to be rotated in the reverse direction.

Referring to FIG. 4, a second embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention, in the form of an internal tree cap 450, is shown in place within the central bore of a spool tree. The spool tree 4 is of similar design to that shown in FIG. 1, with features common to FIGS. 1 and 4 being indicated by the same reference numerals.

The internal tree cap 450 has many features in common with the internal tree cap 50 of FIG. 1, indicated by use of the same reference numerals. For a description of these features and their function, reference is made to the description above in relation to FIG. 1. The internal tree cap 450 differs from the embodiment shown in FIG. 1 in that it is landed directly on the shoulder 8 within the central bore 6 of the spool tree 4. The housing 452 of the internal tree cap 450 is formed with a lower end portion 454 shaped to seat directly on the shoulder 8. In this embodiment, once the internal tree cap 450 is landed within the spool tree 4 on the shoulder 8, the upper assembly of the internal tree cap 450 engages with the locking grooves 82 formed in the inner wall of the spool tree 4 by means of the locking ring 80, as described above with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3. A pre-load is applied to the internal tree cap 450 directly between the locking grooves 82 and the shoulder 8, as described hereinbefore. In this manner, the internal tree cap 450 is secured within the central bore 6 of the spool tree 4 and relative movement between the internal tree cap and the spool tree is prevented.

The internal tree cap 450 of FIG. 4 may be disengaged and removed from the spool tree 4 in the manner described hereinbefore.

While the preferred embodiments of the present invention have been shown in the accompanying figures and described above, it is not intended that these be taken to limit the scope of the present invention and modifications thereof can be made by one skilled in the art without departing from the spirit of the present invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A retaining apparatus for use in a wellhead, the wellhead having a central bore and first and second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead, the apparatus comprising:
   a housing for location within the bore of the wellhead;
   a first engagement assembly for engaging with the first retaining means in the bore of the wellhead to thereby retain the housing within the bore of the wellhead;
   a second engagement assembly for engaging with the second retaining means in the bore of the wellhead;
   a preload assembly operable when the housing is located within the bore of the wellhead to apply a preload to the housing between the first and second retaining means, the preload assembly comprises a loading member movable so as to be brought to bear against the second engagement assembly once the second engagement assembly is engaged with the second retaining means to urge the apparatus housing toward the first retaining means within the wellhead, to thereby provide the preload;
   the loading member is a loading ring movable longitudinally with respect to the housing; and,

   a threaded connection secures the loading ring to the housing, rotation of the loading ring with respect to the housing causing the loading ring to move longitudinally with respect to the housing.

2. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein, as the first retaining means the wellhead comprises an internal shoulder within the bore, the first engagement assembly comprising a shoulder provided on the housing for seating directly or indirectly on the wellhead internal shoulder.

3. The apparatus as claimed in claim 2, wherein the shoulder of the first engagement assembly is adapted to seat directly on a tubing hanger assembly present in the wellhead, the tubing hanger being seated directly on the internal shoulder.

4. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein, as the second retaining means the wellhead comprises a circumferential groove within the bore of the wellhead, the second engagement assembly engageable with the circumferential groove.

5. The apparatus as claimed in claim 4, further comprising an actuator movable between a first position in which the actuator is disengaged from the second engagement assembly to a second position in which the actuator is engaged with the second engagement assembly, movement of the actuator from the first position to the second position when the apparatus housing is positioned within the wellhead engaging the second engagement assembly with the circumferential groove.

6. The apparatus as claimed in claim 5, wherein the actuator comprises a collar moveable longitudinally with respect to the housing.

7. The apparatus as claimed in claim 6, wherein the collar comprises a tapered surface, movement of the collar from the second position to the first position bringing the tapered surface into contact with the second engagement assembly and thereafter urge the second engagement assembly into engagement with the circumferential groove.

8. The apparatus as claimed in claim 1, wherein the apparatus housing is an internal tree cap.

9. The apparatus as claimed in claim 8, wherein the internal tree cap is arranged to be landed within a spool tree.

10. The apparatus as claimed in claim 9, wherein the internal tree cap is arranged to be landed on a tubing hanger installed within the central bore of the spool tree.

11. A method for retaining an apparatus within the central bore of a wellhead assembly, the method comprising:

   providing a first retaining means within the bore of the wellhead assembly;
   providing a second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead assembly;
   providing the apparatus with an engagement assembly for engaging with the second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead assembly;
   positioning the apparatus within the bore of the wellhead assembly so as to be retained by the first retaining means;
   engaging the engagement assembly with the second retaining means;
   applying a preload to the apparatus against the second retaining means to urge the apparatus toward the first retaining means;
   providing an actuator moveable longitudinally within the central bore of the wellhead assembly, movement of the actuator in a first direction causing the engagement ring to move into engagement with the groove and movement of the actuator in a second direction causing the engagement ring to move out of engagement with the groove;

   providing a threaded connection securing the loading ring to the housing, rotation of the loading ring with respect to the housing causing the loading ring to move longitudinally with respect to the housing.
the method comprising moving the actuator in the first direction to engage the engagement ring with the groove;

providing a loading assembly, the loading assembly being movable longitudinally within the bore of the wellhead assembly, with the apparatus positioned within the bore of the wellhead assembly and the engagement assembly engaged with the second retaining means, movement of the loading assembly in a first direction causing the loading assembly to bear against the second retaining means and urge the apparatus against the first retaining means, thereby applying the preload to the apparatus, the method comprising moving the loading assembly in the first direction to bear against the second retaining means; and,

the apparatus comprises a housing, movement of the loading assembly in the first direction is obtained by rotation of the loading assembly with respect to the housing.

12. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the first retaining means is an internal shoulder formed within the central bore of the wellhead assembly.

13. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein the apparatus is landed directly on the internal shoulder within the central bore of the wellhead.

14. The method as claimed in claim 11, the method further comprising:

landing a wellhead component within the central bore of the wellhead assembly so as to be retained by the first retaining means;

the apparatus thereafter being landed on the wellhead component.

15. The method as claimed in claim 14, wherein the wellhead component is a tubing hanger.

16. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead assembly comprises a circumferential groove, the apparatus being provided with an engagement ring movable radially into and out of engagement with the circumferential groove once the apparatus is positioned within the central bore of the wellhead assembly.

17. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein the apparatus is an internal tree cap.

18. An internal tree cap for installation in the central bore of a wellhead assembly, the wellhead assembly comprising first and second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead, the internal tree cap comprising:

a cap housing for location within the bore of the wellhead; a first engagement assembly for engaging with the first retaining means in the bore of the wellhead to thereby retain the cap housing within the bore of the wellhead; a second engagement assembly for engaging with the second retaining means in the bore of the wellhead; a preload assembly operable when the cap housing is located within the bore of the wellhead, the preload assembly when operated bearing against the second retaining means to urge the cap housing towards the first retaining means, the preload assembly thereby applying a preload to the cap housing between the first and second retaining means.

19. The internal tree cap as claimed in claim 18, wherein, as the first retaining means the wellhead comprises an internal shoulder within the bore, the first engagement assembly comprising a shoulder provided on the housing for searing directly or indirectly on the [wellhead] internal shoulder.

20. The internal tree cap as claimed in claim 19, wherein the shoulder of the first engagement assembly is adapted to seat directly on a tubing hanger assembly present in the wellhead, the tubing hanger being seated directly on the internal shoulder.

21. The internal tree cap as claimed in claim 18, wherein, as the second retaining means the wellhead comprises a circumferential groove within the bore of the wellhead, the second engagement assembly comprising a locking ring engageable with the circumferential groove.

22. The internal tree cap as claimed in claim 21, further comprising an actuator movable between a first position in which the actuator is disengaged from the locking ring to a second position in which the actuator is engaged with the locking ring, movement of the actuator from the first position to the second position when the [apparatus] cap housing is positioned within the wellhead engaging the locking ring with the circumferential groove.

23. The internal tree cap as claimed in claim 22, wherein the actuator comprises a collar moveable longitudinally with respect to the housing.

24. The internal tree cap as claimed in claim 23, wherein the collar comprises a tapered surface, movement of the collar from the second position to the first position bringing the tapered surface into contact with the locking ring and thereafter urge the locking ring into engagement with the circumferential groove.

25. The internal tree cap as claimed in claim 18, wherein the preload assembly comprises a loading member moveable so as to be brought to bear against the second engagement assembly once the second engagement assembly is engaged with the second retaining means to urge the [apparatus] cap housing toward the first retaining means within the wellhead, to thereby provide the preload.

26. The internal tree cap as claimed in claim 25, wherein the loading member is a loading ring moveable longitudinally with respect to the housing.

27. The internal tree cap as claimed in claim 26, wherein a threaded connection secures the loading ring to the housing, rotation of the loading ring with respect to the housing causing the loading ring to move longitudinally with respect to the housing.

28. A wellhead assembly comprising:

first and second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead;

an internal tree cap retained in the bore of the wellhead, the internal tree cap comprising:

a cap housing for location within the bore of the wellhead; a first engagement assembly for engaging with the first retaining means in the bore of the wellhead to thereby retain the cap housing within the bore of the wellhead; a second engagement assembly for engaging with the second retaining means in the bore of the wellhead; a preload assembly operable when the cap housing is located within the bore of the wellhead, the preload assembly when operated bearing against the second retaining means to urge the cap housing towards the first retaining means, the preload assembly thereby applying a preload to the cap housing between the first and second retaining means.

29. The wellhead assembly as claimed in claim 28, further comprising a spool tree, the internal tree cap being retained in the central bore of the spool tree.

30. The wellhead assembly as claimed in claim 28, further comprising a tubing hanger, the tubing hanger being retained in the bore of the wellhead assembly by the first retaining means, the first engagement assembly of the internal tree cap engaging with the tubing hanger to retain the internal tree cap within the bore of the wellhead assembly.
31. An apparatus for use in a wellhead, the wellhead having a central bore and first and second retaining means within the bore of the wellhead, the apparatus comprising: a housing for location within the bore of the wellhead; at least one seal mounted externally on a portion of the housing and adapted for sealing engagement with the wellhead; a first engagement assembly associated with the first retaining means in the bore of the wellhead to thereby support the housing within the bore of the wellhead; a second engagement assembly for engaging with the second retaining means in the bore of the wellhead to thereby retain the housing within the bore of the wellhead; a preload assembly operable when the housing is located within the bore of the wellhead to apply a preload to that portion of the housing on which the at least one seal is mounted below the second retaining means, the preload assembly comprises a loading member movable so as to be brought to bear against the second engagement assembly once the second engagement assembly is engaged with the second retaining means to urge the housing toward the first retaining means within the wellhead, to thereby provide the preload; the loading member is a loading ring movable longitudinally with respect to the housing; and, a threaded connection secures the loading ring to the housing, rotation of the loading ring with respect to the housing causing the loading ring to move longitudinally with respect to the housing.

32. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 wherein the loading member is movable in the first direction so as to be brought to bear against the second engagement assembly after the second engagement assembly is engaged with the second retaining means to urge the housing in the second direction opposite the first direction and toward the first retaining means within the wellhead and to secure the loading member to the housing to thereby provide and maintain the preload on the housing portion.

33. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 wherein the preload on the housing prevents relative longitudinal movement of the housing portion between the housing portion and wellhead.

34. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 wherein the housing is an internal tree cap.

35. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 further including a bore through the housing having a profile adapted for a plug.

36. The apparatus as claimed in claim 35 wherein the bore includes a upwardly facing shoulder.

37. The apparatus as claimed in claim 36 wherein the housing has a downwardly facing shoulder adapted for engagement with a tubing hanger having seals engaging the wellhead.

38. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 wherein the housing includes a downwardly extending portion adapted for insertion into a tubing hanger.

39. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 wherein the housing is a tubing hanger.

40. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 further comprising:

a well component within the central bore adapted to be supported within the wellhead; seals disposed around a part of the well component and engaging the wellhead; the well component supporting the housing within the wellhead;

41. The apparatus as claimed in claim 40 wherein loading member applies a force through the housing to that part of the well component on which the seals are disposed.

42. The apparatus as claimed in claim 40 wherein the well component is a tubing hanger having a bore therethrough with a profile adapted for a plug.

43. The apparatus as claimed in claim 40 wherein the first retaining means includes the wellhead component.

44. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 wherein the second engagement assembly includes an expandable locking member.

45. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 wherein the second engagement assembly and force assembly include engaging tapers camming the second engagement assembly against a downwardly facing taper on a profile of the second retaining means in the wellhead and causing a downward force.

46. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 wherein the wellhead assembly includes a horizontal tree and a tubing hanger; the horizontal tree and tubing hanger having aligned lateral production ports, the seals engaging the horizontal tree and tubing hanger.

47. The apparatus as claimed in claim 31 wherein:

the housing has a neck; the second engaging means includes a locking ring disposed around the neck; the preload assembly including an actuator ring disposed between the neck and the locking ring; the locking ring and the actuator ring having engaging tapered surfaces; the actuator ring being movable longitudinally to cam the engaging tapered surfaces and apply a force to the housing; and

interengaging surfaces on the neck and the actuator ring engaging to maintain the housing in position as the actuator ring moves longitudinally.

48. A retaining apparatus for use in a wellhead, the wellhead having a central bore and a first retaining means with a support shoulder in the central bore and a second retaining means with a groove, the apparatus comprising:

a well component within the central bore adapted to be supported by the support shoulder; seals disposed around a part of the well component and engaging the wellhead; a housing for location within the bore of the wellhead; at least one seal mounted externally on a portion of the housing and adapted for sealing engagement with the wellhead;

the housing engaging the well component;
a first engagement assembly associated with the support shoulder of the first retaining means in the bore of the wellhead to thereby support the housing within the bore of the wellhead;
a second engagement assembly for engaging with the groove of the second retaining means in the bore of the wellhead to thereby retain the housing within the bore of the wellhead;
the second engagement assembly including a locking ring disposed on the housing and adapted to project into the groove to thereby retain the housing within the bore of the wellhead;

a preload assembly operable when the housing is located within the bore of the wellhead to apply a preload to that portion of the housing on which the at least one seal is mounted below the second retaining means, the preload assembly comprises a loading member movable so as to be brought to bear against the second engagement assembly once the second engagement assembly is engaged with the second retaining means to urge the housing toward the first retaining means within the wellhead, to thereby provide the preload;

the loading member is a loading ring movable longitudinally with respect to the housing;

a threaded connection secures the loading ring to the housing, rotation of the loading ring with respect to the housing causing the loading ring to move longitudinally with respect to the housing; and

a retainer securing the loading member to the housing as the loading member moves longitudinally.

49. The retaining apparatus of claim 48 wherein the loading member applies a force through the housing portion to the well component part.

50. An internal tree cap for installation in the central bore of a horizontal tree with a tubing hanger, the horizontal tree comprising a retaining profile within the bore of the horizontal tree, and the tubing hanger having seals around a part of the tubing hanger, the internal tree cap comprising:

a cap housing for location within the bore of the horizontal tree;

at least one seal mounted externally on a portion of the cap housing and adapted for sealing engagement with the horizontal tree;

the cap housing engaging the tubing hanger in the bore of the horizontal tree to thereby support the cap housing within the bore of the horizontal tree;

an engagement assembly on the internal tree cap engaging the retaining profile in the bore of the horizontal tree; and

a force assembly operable when the cap housing is located within the bore of the horizontal tree, the force assembly when operated bearing against the engagement assembly to urge the cap housing towards the tubing hanger, the force assembly thereby applying a force on the cap housing portion between the retaining profile and the tubing hanger.

51. The internal tree cap of claim 50 wherein the force assembly includes a force on the housing and tubing hanger which prevents relative longitudinal movement between the wellhead housing portion and tubing hanger part.

52. The internal tree cap of claim 50 wherein the engagement assembly includes an expandable locking member.

53. The internal tree cap of claim 50 wherein the engagement assembly and force assembly include engaging tapers camming the engagement assembly against a downwardly facing taper on the retaining profile and causing a downward force on the cap housing.

54. A wellhead assembly comprising:

first and second retainers within the bore of the wellhead assembly;

an internal tree cap retained in the bore of the wellhead assembly, the internal tree cap comprising:

cap housing for location within the bore of the wellhead assembly;

at least one seal mounted externally on a portion of the cap housing;

a first engagement assembly supported by the first retainer in the bore of the wellhead assembly;

a second engagement assembly for engaging the second retainer in the bore of the wellhead assembly to thereby retain the cap housing within the bore of the wellhead assembly;

a preload assembly operable when the cap housing is located within the bore of the wellhead assembly, the preload assembly when operated moving axially bearing against the second engagement assembly and engaging the cap housing to urge the cap housing portion in an axial direction away from the second engagement assembly and against the first retainer, the preload assembly thereby applying a preload to the cap housing portion between the first and second retainers.

55. The wellhead of claim 54 wherein the wellhead assembly includes a tubing hanger, which serves as the second retainer.

56. The wellhead assembly of claim 55 wherein the wellhead assembly includes a horizontal tree and a tubing hanger, the horizontal tree and tubing hanger having aligned lateral production ports with seals around an external part of the tubing hanger.

57. A wellhead assembly having a wellhead, the wellhead assembly comprising:

a horizontal tree having a central bore therethrough, a landing shoulder, and first and second profiles in the central bore;

a tubing hanger landed on the landing shoulder and having seals disposed around a part of the tubing hanger;

a first locking ring on the tubing hanger projecting into the first profile retaining the tubing hanger within the central bore;

an internal tree cap disposed within central bore and engaging the tubing hanger;

at least one seal mounted around an external portion of the internal tree cap;

at least one lock ring on the internal tree cap projecting into the second profile retaining the internal tree cap within the central bore; and

a loading member engaging the internal tree cap and movable longitudinally with respect to the internal tree cap causing a downward force on the tubing hanger to prevent longitudinal movement of the tubing hanger part.

58. A wellhead assembly comprising:

a spool tree having a bore with first and second retaining means;

an internal tree cap retained in the bore of the spool tree, the internal tree cap comprising:

cap housing for location within the bore of the spool tree;

at least one seal mounted externally around a portion of the cap housing;

a first engagement assembly associated with the first retaining means in the bore of the spool tree to thereby support the cap housing within the bore of the spool tree;

a second engagement assembly for engaging with the second retaining means in the bore of the spool tree to retain the cap housing within the bore of the spool tree;

force assembly operable when the cap housing is located within the bore of the spool tree and including a securing means, the force assembly when operated bearing against the second retaining means to urge the cap housing portion towards the first retaining means, the force assembly thereby applying a force to the cap housing portion between the first and second retaining means;
wherein:

the spool tree is a horizontal tree having the bore therethrough and including a landing shoulder disposed in the bore of the horizontal tree and first and second profiles in a wall forming the bore of the spool tree;

a tubing hanger landed on the landing shoulder, the landing shoulder and tubing hanger forming the first retaining means;

seals disposed around an external part of the tubing hanger;

a first locking ring on the tubing hanger projecting into the first profile retaining the tubing hanger within the bore;

the internal tree cap having a downwardly facing shoulder forming the first engagement means and engaging the tubing hanger supported on the landing shoulder; the second engagement means including a second locking ring on the internal tree cap projecting into the second profile forming the second retaining means to retain the internal tree cap within the bore; and a loading member engaging the internal tree cap and movable longitudinally with respect to the internal tree cap causing a downward force on the internal tree cap portion and tubing hanger part to thereby prevent the cap housing portion and tubing hanger part from moving longitudinally with respect to the spool tree.

* * * * *